Abstract -This paper presents a model for propagation loss
However, as the traffic has increased, the size cells has + ±+k n2i=° (1) reduced, these models no more supply good predictions. As a az2 consequence, deterministic methods have been used [1] .
Some methods proposed for calculation of indoor wave where the field, , is consideredy independent, krandn are the propagation, such as the ray tracing and the numerical solution propagation constant and refractive index, respectively. We of Maxwell's equations, request quite a lot of computation time define u, representing the electric field, as follows and great capacity of memory. For this reason, for demanding less time and amount of memory compared with the method u (x, z) = e'>vf (x, z) (2) totally elliptic, the parabolic approach of the wave equation has been used to solve scattering problems when the main interest By substituting (2) in (1) necessary to know the materials used in the construction, and their electric properties [3] .
This equation can be factored as [4] The model presented in this paper is based on the method of the parabolic equation using the finite difference scheme of f a + k(l-fl a ±ik(± +Qu=O where these two terms correspond to progressive and measurements. That address has two different buildings, one regressive waves respectively and Q is the distinguishing of them has old architecture, is tumbled for the Historic pseudo-differential operator defined by [4] Heritage Department, and the other, named block 1, is a five floors modern architecture building located behind the first one 1 a82 ( z).mentioned. = -ik (1 -Q) u (6) we have the formal solution for the electric field u as:
Defining Q =1j±+q -=1±0,5q , whereq 2± LNA amplifier, an acquisition board AD-DA (LAB JACK Xm to Xm range. U u U(Xm,Zj) = 4ik(Az/Ax) and U12), a computer for storage data, and a prototype of a vehicle a. = kn2 , zj IAz2 in (9), we obtain [4] with a 5th wheel, that allows to measure the distance traveled k'~~~~\mijj~~~~~~~b y the receiver system [6] .
The mobile receiver system traveled the corridors of all the 5 UJ.~(-2±+b±+ a' )+UJ1u J1 = UJ. (2+b-a7)-u?1 -UJ1 (10) floors of the building (see Fig. 2 ), measuring and storing the signal received and the distance traveled by the system. The IV. DESCRIPTION OF THE ENVIRONMENT receiver antenna was linked to the spectrum analyzer, measuring the level of the signal received. The prototype of a The model was developed to study the electromagnetic vehicle with a 5th wheel measured the distance traveled by the system. The intensity of the signal measured for the spectrum geometric structures and material using in the building were analyzer and the signal measured for the prototype were sent to cosdrd the computer through a converter board.
The~~~~~~~~~.Is 7nod
suo ueirsd mzna The data stored during the measurement campaign were (ISM)ws h bidig usd fo amagn o treated and processed for subsequent use. Table I shows the values of 6' relative permittivity and conductivity of the materials used. corridor and laboratory.
PATH LOM MIRTkIRL
The Table II shows the average error, standard deviation and rms error for some floors studied in the test environment. 70~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~T In the applied model the complex refractive index was considered what increases your precision.
It was observed for all the floors that the path loss increases with the distance of the transmitter, what corresponds to the increase of the uncertainty caused by the diversity of the architectural configuration, geometry, variety of material used in the building, furniture, etc.
Considering all the analyzed floors, the biggest error found between the simulated path loss and the values measured was of approximately 5 dB and 4 dB for the standard deviation.
Observing the low time of processing and the values calculated for the error we can to consider that the presented model is a good alternative to indoor environments.
Considering that, in this paper only two dimensions were applied, the next simulation to be studied will take in consideration tree-dimensional indoor environment. Also simulations for other environments and frequencies of 1.8; 2.4 and 5.0 GHz will be carried on.
